
MATH 312 Ordinary Differential Equations, Autumn 2014
Walla Walla University—Seventh-day Adventist Higher Education

Time/Place: MTWF 12:00–12:50 pm, Kretschmar Hall 326, Walla Walla University

Instructor: John Foster, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
E-mail: john.foster@wallawalla.edu
Office: Kretschmar Hall 334, (509) 527-2999

Office Hours: T 3–4pm; W 2–4pm; R 2–4pm; F 2–3pm; or by appointment

Text: Zill, Dennis. A First Course in Differential Equations with Modeling Applications,
10th ed. Cengage Learning, 2012. ISBN: 978-1-111-82705-2.

Webpage: https://webwork.wallawalla.edu/moodle/ with key

Course Description. Study of solutions of first order differential equations, solutions of linear differ-
ential equations of order n, applications, linear systems, and series solutions. 4 credits. Prerequisite:
C− in MATH 283.

Learning Objectives. This quarter, the successful student will
1. develop demonstrable understanding of the course material;

2. successfully engage in mathematical thinking, reasoning, and problem solving;

3. become proficient in expressing clear and accurate solutions to mathematical problems in writing.

Schedule. The following schedule will be adhered to as much as possible but is subject to change
based on the professional judgment of the instructor. The exact date of each midterm exam will be
announced in class one week in advance. We will cover chapters 1 through 8 of the text.

Week 1 1.1–2.1 Terminology, IVP’s, models, solution curves.
Week 2 2.2–2.5 Separable variables, linear equations, exact equations, substitution.
Week 3 3.1, Exam Linear models, Service Day holiday, first exam.
Week 4 3.2–4.2 Non-linear models, linear differential equations, reduction of order.
Week 5 4.3–4.6 Homogeneous equations, annihilator approach, variation of parameter.
Week 6 4.7, 5.1, Exam Cauchy-Euler equation, linear IVP’s, second exam.
Week 7 5.2–7.1 Linear BVP’s, power series, series solutions, Laplace transforms.
Week 8 7.2–7.5 Inverse Laplace transforms, operational properties, applications.
Week 9 7.6, Exam, 8.1 Applications, third exam, systems of first-order equations.
Week 10 8.2, 8.3 Homogeneous and nonhomogeneous linear systems.

Final Exam Monday, December 15, 2:00–3:50 pm.

The final exam may be taken out of schedule only with the approval of the Associate Vice President
for Academic Administration, Dr. Scott Ligman.

Calculators. Calculators will not be allowed for exams, but you will need one for homework.

Teaching Certification. Those students seeking Washington state teaching certification should
consult http://math.wallawalla.edu/teacherEd/.

Academic Integrity. Some collaboration on homework is allowed—and even encouraged—but work
you submit for grading must be your own. Any type of cheating on an exam, including (but not
limited to) copying another student’s work or using unauthorized electronics or notes, will result in
a zero grade for the exam or a failing grade for the quarter, and possible further discipline from the
Associate Vice President for Academic Administration.
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Assessment. All materials you submit will be evaluated in a timely manner
(typically 2 weeks). Exams will be scored and be accessible for viewing
before the next exam. The final letter grade will be calculated as follows:

8% Online homework. These are due at 11:59 pm of the next class day.
8% Written homework (posted on our course webpage). These are due

each Monday at the beginning of class and should be on 8.5”×11”
paper, with clean edges, stapled in the upper-left corner, folded
closed lengthwise, and labeled as shown in the picture. Homework
turned in later in the day will be discounted 10%. After Monday,
homework will not be accepted.

54% Exams, each worth 18%.
30% Final exam.

Some homework will be more challenging than in-class examples.
Appropriate (to your instructor) modification of the final letter grade

may be made in individual cases for progress, unusual circumstances, etc.
Around weeks 4 and 7 there will be progress reports for students scoring at
or below a C− and for certain other students considered to be at risk.

B+ 87− 90% C+ 76− 80% D+ 63− 66%
A 93− 100% B 83− 87% C 70− 76% D 59− 63%
A− 90− 93% B− 80− 83% C− 66− 70% D− 56− 59%

Disabilities. Appropriate accommodations are available for students with documented disabilities.
To inquire about accommodations, contact the instructor or Sue Huett at Disability Support Services
(527-2366). This syllabus is available in alternative formats upon request.

Resources. When used appropriately, class lectures, the textbook, homework, office hours, class-
mates, and the Teaching Learning Center are major resources to help your effort pay off. Use them!

University Core Themes.

Excellence in thought: You will learn applications of and tech-
niques for solving differential equations as demonstrated on
homework and exams.

Generosity in service: This course has no requirement for ser-
vice, but one of the best ways to reinforce your understanding of
difficult concepts is to help your classmates learn them.

Beauty in expression: Clear and organized solutions will be ex-
hibited in class lectures, and your exams will be judged not by
final answers, but by whether you have effectively communicated
complete and accurate solutions.

Faith in God: In mathematics we see a perfect creation and learn
truths that withstand all our changing philosophies.

Don’t hurt your grade! Know the unit circle! −→
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